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Abstract: Objective: This study aims to report the clinical features and gene mutation of a rare MODY10 patient in
China. Methods: This study summarizes the clinical data of a MODY10 child in the Endocrine Department of our
hospital and an analysis and discussion of the results of the gene sequencing of the child. Results: The child was a
two-year-old boy. The main reason for his visit to our hospital was “founding hyperglycemia for 3 days”. The fasting
blood glucose was between 8.1-10.7 mmol/L, and two-hour postprandial blood glucose was between 10.6-12.6
mmol/L. Glycosylated hemoglobin was 8.5%, fasting C-peptide was 0.6 ng/mL, fasting insulin was 2.9 μIU/mL, and
the islet antibody series were all negative. Whole-genome/exon sequencing results: Exon 3 of the insulin gene in
the child carried a c.309-314del CCAGCT insGCGC heterozygous mutation. The mutation was a nonsense mutation,
and family sequencing showed that the mutation originated from the mother of the child. The mother of the child
was diagnosed with diabetes when she was a year old and developed bilateral fundus hemorrhage and right retinal
detachment at the age of 23. Conclusion: Among Chinese children, the insulin gene c.309-314del CCAGCT insGCGC
mutation may induce MODY10. For diabetic children with a negative islet autoantibody, gene detection and analysis
is helpful for the diagnosis and typing of MODY.
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Introduction
Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is
a special type of diabetes caused by a single
gene mutation. It belongs to the most common
type of single gene diabetes [1-4]. With the
development of molecular genetics, to date, 14
MODY-related pathogenic genes have been discovered [5-7]. Maturity-onset diabetes of the
young 10 (MODY10) caused by the mutation of
the insulin gene (INS) is a rare type of MODY
and was first discovered and reported in 2008
by Edgill et al. Patients with this type of disease
often have early onset, and have a large age
span of onset, i.e., patients can develop this
disease from infancy through to childhood and
adulthood. The clinical manifestations are different. In patients who are mildly affected, the
disease can be controlled by a diabetes diet
combined with exercise. Some patients with
manifestations similar to type 1 diabetes should be treated with insulin for life.

MODY10 is extremely rare, up to now. There is
no literature or reports on its occurrence in
Chinese children. This study aims to report the
clinical features and gene mutation of a patient
in China with the rare MODY10 condition and to
review related literature in order to improve clinicians’ understanding of the disease.
Materials and methods
The current study meets the requirements of
the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical
Association. The Ethics Committee of our hospital has approved this study, and all patients provided signed informed consent.
History of present illness
The child was a two-year-old boy. The main reason for his visit to our hospital was “found
hyperglycemia for 3 days”. The child was G1P1,
birthed through cesarean section at a gesta-
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tional age of 38+2 weeks. The birth weight was
2.95 kg, and the birth height was 50 cm. The
child had jaundice in the neonatal period, and
this subsided ten days after orally taking Artemisia Capillaris Granules. Blood glucose was
monitored several times during the first six
months after birth, and all were found to be
within the normal range. The child usually had a
poor appetite. Blood glucose was monitored
due to urine viscosity three days before admission. The results revealed that the fasting
blood glucose was between 8.1-10.7 mmol/L,
and two-hour postprandial blood glucose was
between 10.6-12.6 mmol/L. The patient was
admitted to our hospital for further diagnosis
and treatment.
Family history
The mother of the child was diagnosed with diabetes as a one-year-old and treated with insulin after the diagnosis indefinitely. She developed hypoglycemia many times due to an irregular diet and developed bilateral fundus hemorrhage and right retinal detachment at the age
of 23 years (six years ago). She underwent vitrectomy and retinal reattachment of the right
eye, then developed turbid right cornea and
was treated with insulin as part 30 injection. At
present, her fasting blood glucose is between
6-7 mmol/L. Both the grandfather and grandmother of the child were healthy. The greatgrandmother of the child had type 2 diabetes,
which developed after the age of 60, and she
died at the age of 84. The father and grandfather of the child had hypertension, but no history of diabetes themselves or in their family
history.
Admission physical examination
Body temperature: 36.3°C, heart rate: 96 times/minute, breath: 21 times/minute. Height:
89 cm (P10-25), weight: 11.5 kg (P3-10), body
mass index (BMI): 14.5 kg/m2. The mental state was lucid, the child was not upset, the breath
was stable, and the skin elasticity was acceptable. No abnormality was found in the cardiopulmonary physical examination. The abdomen
was soft, and the liver and spleen were not
enlarged. No abnormalities were found by physical examination of the nervous system. The
external genitalia of the boy was normal.
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Adjuvant examinations
Fasting blood glucose: 8.54 mmol/L (normal
value: 3.9-6.1 mmol/L), glycosylated hemoglobin: 8.5% (reference value: 4%-6%), fasting
C-peptide: 0.6 ng/mL (reference value: 1.1-5.0
ng/mL), fasting insulin; 2.9 μIU/mL (reference
value: 6.0-27 μIU/mL). Anti-islet cell antibody
(ICA), anti-insulin autoantibody (IAA), and antiglutamic acid decarboxylase antibody (GADA)
were all negative. The routine blood test results
were normal. Routine urine test: urine glucose
(+-), ketone body (-), and remainder (-). Blood
gas analysis and blood electrolytes were normal. Blood lipid, liver, and kidney function were
normal. Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and
five items of thyroid function were normal. Antithyroglobulin antibodies and anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies were negative. The blood
trace elements were roughly normal. Abdominal
ultrasonography revealed that no abnormalities were found in the echo of the pancreatic
parenchyma, the thickness of the pancreas
was about 1.1 cm, no dilated pancreatic ducts
were found, no obvious abnormalities were
found in the liver, gallbladder, spleen, and kidney, enlargement of the mesenteric lymph
nodes was observed, and no abnormality was
found in morphology and echo.
Results
Results of molecular genetics test
After obtaining informed consent, 3 mL of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) anticoagulant blood was drawn from the child and parents, and whole-genome/exon sequencing analysis was performed. The technical method of
whole-genome/exon sequencing analysis detection: gene DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood of the subjects to construct a
genomic library. Biotin-labeled probes (developed independently by Beijing MyGenostics
Medical Laboratory, in which the total exon
probe was P039-Exon) were hybridized with
library DNA under certain conditions. The probe
labeled with biotin was covalently bound with
streptavidin-modified magnetic beads to capture the target gene. Finally, magnetic beads
carrying the target gene were absorbed by a
magnetic frame, and the target gene was eluted, purified, and enriched. The enriched target
gene was sequenced using NextSeq 500 high
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Figure 1. INS gene sequence map of the child. The results showed that exon 3 carried a c.309-314del CCAGCT ins
GCGC heterozygous mutation. A 6-base (CCAGCT) deletion and a 4-base (GCGC) insertion were detected in the coding region 309-314, resulting in the 103rd bit of the coding product becoming the termination codon. The amino acid
coding after tyrosine (Y) was completely terminated (X) (p.Y103X). The mutation was a nonsense mutation.

throughput sequencing (Illumina). Sequencing
data were compared with the reference sequence of human genome hg19 using BWA software, and the comparison files were sorted, filtered, and compared with local multi-sequence,
to eliminate false positives. Sanger sequencing was performed to validate the genetic mutations that were clearly or possibly associated
with the clinical phenotype of the patients. The
above-mentioned tests were completed by Beijing MyGenostics Medical Laboratory.
Gene sequencing results
A c.309-314del CCAGCT insGCGC heterozygous mutation was detected in exon 3 of the
insulin gene in the child. A 6-base (CCAGCT)
deletion and a 4-base (GCGC) insertion were
detected in the coding region 309-314, resulting in the 103rd bit of the coding product becoming the termination codon (Figure 1). The amino
acid coding after tyrosine (Y) was completely
terminated (X) (p.Y103X). The mutation was a
nonsense mutation, and family sequencing
showed that the mutation originated from the
mother of the child (Figure 2). The genotype of
this locus was normal in the father of the child
(Figure 3). The mutation was not found in the
normal population database, suggesting that
the mutation is a low-frequency mutation. Bioinformatics protein function prediction softwa-
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re SIFT, PolyPhen_2, and REVEL were used to
predict the protein function. The results were
unknown, unknown, and unknown, respectively. Furthermore, none of the other 13 gene
mutations that have been reported to cause
MODY were detected. According to ASMG guidelines, the mutation was judged as a suspected pathogenic mutation. On the basis of the
maternal family history of diabetes, it was considered that this mutation was a heterozygous
pathogenic mutation leading to diabetes in
children, and the type was MODY10. This mutation has not been reported in any previous
literature.
Discussion
This study aims to report the clinical features
and gene mutation of a patient in China with
rare MODY10. The patient was an approximately two-year-old male child. The main reason for
his visit to our hospital was “found hyperglycemia for 3 days”. Whole-genome/exon sequencing results revealed exon 3 of the insulin gene
in the child carried a c.309-314del CCAGCT
insGCGC heterozygous mutation. The mutation
was a nonsense mutation, and family sequencing showed that the mutation originated from
the mother of the child. The mother of the child
was diagnosed with diabetes at the age of one
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Figure 2. INS gene sequence map of the child’s mother. The exon 3 carried a c.309-314del CCAGCT insGCGC heterozygous mutation, indicating that the mutation of the gene originated from the child’s mother.

Figure 3. INS gene sequence map of the child’s father. The genotype of this locus was normal in the father of the
child.

and developed bilateral fundus hemorrhage
and right retinal detachment at the age of 23.
MODY is a group of autosomal dominant hereditary diseases and is induced by the genetic
defect of islet β cell function caused by single
gene mutation, and is non-insulin resistant and
non-autoimmune. In Europe, MODY patients account for 1%-2% of the total diabetic population. Traditional MODY diagnostic criteria main-
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ly include the following: (1) ≥2 patients in the
family have developed diabetes before 25 years; (2) at least three generations of the family
have diabetes; (3) insulin therapy is not needed within five years after diabetes diagnosis;
(4) diabetic patients have dysfunction of islet β
cells. However, with constant research, relevant
information revealed that the clinical manifestations of MODY tend to be more diversified.
Several MODY cases do not fully conform to the
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above manifestations, and there are also significant differences in treatment options. Therefore, strictly following the old diagnostic criteria will miss some actual MODY patients.
With the development of molecular genetics, to
date, 14 MODY-related pathogenic genes have
been discovered [8]. Specifically, they include
the following: hepatocyte nuclear factor 4α
(HNF-4α, MODY1), glucokinase (GCK, MODY2),
hepatocyte nuclear factor 1α (HNF-1α, MODY3),
insulin promoter factor-1 (IPF-1, MODY4), hepatocyte nuclear factor-1β (HNF1-β, MODY5), neuron differentiation factor (NEUROD-1, MODY6),
transcription factor Krüppel-like factor 11 (KLF11, MODY7), carboxyl ester lipase (CEL, MODY8), paired-homeodomain transcription factor-4 (PAX-4, MODY9), insulin gene (INS, MODY10), B-lymphocyte kinase (BLK, MODY11),
ATP-binding cassettes, sub-family C member 8,
(ABCC8, MODY12), potassium inward-rectifying channel (sub-family J, member 11, KCAJ11, MODY13) and adaptor protein, phosphotyrosine interacting PH domain and leucine zipper 1 (APPL1, MODY14). The above-mentioned known pathogenic gene mutations are not
detected in about half of the patients with
the MODY phenotype. The result suggests that
MODY has complex pathogenesis. With constant research, new pathogenic genes and genetic types may be discovered.
Among the 14 types of MODY mentioned above, MODY1, MODY2, and MODY3 are the most
common. Other types are relatively rare. Some
studies reveal that the distribution of pathogenic MODY genes in different countries and
races is different. MODY2 and MODY3 are the
most common types in Caucasians, accounting
for more than 80% of MODY patients, while in
the Asian population, these two mutations account for only 7.5%-10.3% [9]. The research on
MODY in China began relatively late; the specific epidemic situation and gene distribution of
the disease remain unclear. The clinical manifestations of the above-mentioned types of
MODY are different, and although they have
their own clinical characteristics, clinical classification is difficult. Therefore, the final diagnosis and clear type need genetic examination.
MODY10 is a rare type in MODY patients and is
caused by INS gene mutation. The INS gene is
located on chromosome 11p 15.5 and is a
gene that directly encodes insulin protein, con6603

taining three exons and two introns. Exon 2 and
exon 3 are the main peptide coding regions of
insulin. Exon 2 is the coding region of the signal
peptide B chain, and parts of C-peptides and
exon 3 are responsible for coding another part
of C-peptides and A-chain.
In 2008, Edgill et al. [10] screened 296 patients who met the diagnostic criteria for MODY.
The age of these patients ranged from 5 to 77
years. The age at diagnosis of diabetes of these
patients ranged from 3 to 25 years, and the
BMI of these patients ranged from 13-30 kg/
m2. The proportion of males was about 36%.
After excluding HNF4α (MODY1), GCK (MODY2),
and HNF1α (MODY3) gene mutations through
INS gene sequencing, a heterozygous mutation
of the INS gene c.16C > T was first discovered
in a MODY family in the United Kingdom. The
mutation resulted in amino acid variation of the
coding product P.Arg 6 Cys (R6C), and the type
was MODY10. In this family, the clinical characteristics of three affected family members were
consistent with that of MODY. The proband and
the mother and grandmother of the proband
were diagnosed with diabetes at the age of 15,
15, and 65, respectively. Their BMI was 24.1
kg/m2, 26.9 kg/m2 and 29.3 kg/m2, respectively. All of them presented with non-insulindependent diabetes. After the diagnosis, the
proband was treated with diet control and oral
medication, and blood glucose control was
acceptable. After ten years, the proband began
to receive low-dose insulin (0.2 IU/kg. d), and
the mother of the proband began to take oral
hypoglycemic drugs after 40 years of diet control. The grandmother of the proband insisted
on diet control and achieved stable blood glucose eight years after diagnosis.
The follow-up studies reported 14 MODY10
families successively. One of these was a
Chinese family. Data of a study revealed that in
patients with MODY10, the onset age had a
large span and ranged from eight months
(c.265C > T, R89C) to 65 years (C, 16C > T,
R6C), and the birth weight was between 27704500 g. The difference in clinical phenotype
was also large; simple diabetes, light diabetes
that can be controlled by diet, exercise, and
oral medicine, insulin-dependent diabetes, and
ketoacidosis have been reported. In the present study, the proband had a normal birth
weight, developed the disease at two years,
Am J Transl Res 2020;12(10):6599-6607
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had an occult onset, and mild clinical symptoms. He had a family history of diabetes, and
the mother of the child was diagnosed with diabetes at one year. This is in line with the clinical characteristics of MODY10 reported in the
literature.
With constant research being undertaken on
MODY10, so far, at least 11 INS gene mutations
have been reported. Gene mutations that have
been discovered are mainly missense mutations. Specifically they include the following:
R6C (Edghill et al. 2008) [10]; R55C, R46Q
(Mollend et al. 2008) [11]; G32S (Bonfanti et al.
2009) [12]; G32S, R89C (O, Rubio et al. 2009)
[13]; R6H, R46Q (Boesgaard et al. 2010) [14];
L30M, R55C (Meur et al. 2010) [15]; V42A
(Piccini et al. 2016) [16]; and A2T (Jing Yan et al.
2017) [17]. In addition, Dusatkova et al. (2015)
[18] found the INS gene heterozygous frameshift mutation in a Czech family, INS gene
c.233del A, resulting in an amino acid substitution of p.Gln78fs. An intron mutation c.18831G > A was also found.
A2T is a MODY10 mutation reported for the first
time by the Chinese, reported by Jing Yan et
al. in 2017. In the inpatient database of the
Shanghai Institute of Diabetes Mellitus, 31 patients with low genetic and environmental risk
who were clinically diagnosed with type 2 diabetes were selected for whole-genome/exon
sequencing and analysis, and a heterozygous
missense mutation, INS gene c.4G > A was
detected in one patient. The mutation can
cause a p.Ala 2 Thr (A2T) mutation. The patient
was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes at the age
of 31, and the islet autoantibodies were all
negative. The fasting blood glucose was 16
mmol/L. The patient was treated with oral hypoglycemic drugs, gliclazide, and acarbose.
Molecular functional studies reveal that p.A2T
mutation can lead to the substitution of hydrophilic amino acid threonine (Thr) in the signal
peptide for hydrophobic amino acid alanine
(Ala). It can also produce abnormal proinsulin
and affect the intracellular transport of insulin,
resulting in endoplasmic reticulum stress, but
cannot cause apoptosis cascade reaction. A
total of 6,523 patients with type 2 diabetes
were studied, and the results revealed that the
mutation rate of the p.A2T gene was 0.09%.
Therefore, p.A2T is considered to be a hot
spot mutation in the Chinese type 2 diabetic
population.
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In the current study, a c.309-314del CCAGCT
insGCGC heterozygous mutation was detected
in exon 3 of the insulin gene in the child. A
6-base- (CCAGT) deletion and a 4-base (GCGC)
insertion were detected in the coding region
309-314, resulting in the 103rd bit of the coding
product becoming the termination codon. The
amino acid coding after tyrosine (Tyr) was completely terminated (X) (p.Y103X). The mutation
was a nonsense mutation, and family sequencing showed that the mutation originated from
the mother of the child. The mutation was not
found in the normal population database. The
result suggests that the mutation was a lowfrequency mutation. Furthermore, none of the
other 13 gene mutations that have been reported to cause MODY were detected. According
to ASMG guidelines, the mutation was judged
as a suspected pathogenic mutation. On the
basis of the maternal family history of diabetes,
it was considered that this mutation was a heterozygous pathogenic mutation leading to diabetes in children and was an autosomal dominant inheritance. This mutation has not been
reported in any previous literature.
The INS gene regulates β cell development and
insulin secretion. Data of a study revealed that different mutation sites and ways of the INS
gene could cause diabetes through different
molecular mechanisms. The mutation R46Q
results in glutamine replacing arginine at the
residue 22 of the B chain, destroying a key
hydrogen bond, which results in insulin precursor synthesis disorder [7]. Heterozygous single nucleotide deletion (c.233del A) can cause
INS gene frameshift mutations (Gln78 fs). This
mutation can alter and prolong the amino acid
sequence and lose the intrinsic structure of
C-peptide and A-chain, producing abnormal
proinsulin. Proinsulin contains six cysteine residues, to form three evolutionarily conserved
disulfide bonds: B7-A7, B19-A20 and A6-A11.
Proper disulfide bond pairing is the key factor
in determining whether the proinsulin molecule
can reach its natural folding structure. Many
INS gene mutations can destroy the disulfide
bonds of normal proinsulin by producing unpaired cysteine residues by introducing or eliminating cysteine residue in the polypeptide
chain, affecting the folding of insulin molecules
and leading to diabetes [19].
In the current study, exon 3 of the INS gene in
the child carried a c.309-314del CCAGCT insAm J Transl Res 2020;12(10):6599-6607
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GCGC heterozygous mutation, resulting in the
103rd bit of the coding product becoming the
termination codon. The amino acid coding after
tyrosine (Y) was completely terminated (X) (p.
Y103X). This mutation can lead to an abnormal
A-chain structure in the coding product. The
last eight amino acids, including the cysteine
residue of A20, are all deleted, thus, resulting
in the disulfide bond of B19-A20 disappearing,
accordingly affecting the molecular folding of
proinsulin. Its specific pathogenesis needs to
be elucidated through a further study of functional expression.
Among patients with MODY10 who have the
same mutation in the same family, most of the
clinical phenotypes have high reproducibility,
and a few of them can show a significant gap. If
the same mutation occurs in different races,
the clinical phenotype may be more different.
It is reported in studies that the R46Q mutation is carried in two families from Norway and
Czechoslovakia. In the Norwegian family, the
proband with the R46Q mutation, the father,
and the aunt of the proband developed diabetes at 20, 18, and 17 years, respectively. The
proband and the aunt of the proband can control the disease through diet treatment only,
while the father of the proband was initially
treated with diet treatment and began to take
oral sulfonylureas 20 years later. He was then
treated with low-dose insulin a few years later
[7]. In the Czech family, the patient with the
R46Q mutation, and the mother and the grandmother of the proband were diagnosed with
diabetes at 13, 14, and 35 years old, respectively. All of them needed insulin treatment
immediately after the onset of the disease [10].
These results suggest that epigenetics, environmental factors, or other factors may play an
important role in the pathogenesis of MODY10.
In this current study, the clinical manifestation
of the mother of the child was serious, similar
to type 1 diabetes mellitus. Since being diagnosed with diabetes at one year of age, she has
been receiving insulin treatment up until now.
The result suggests that although both carry
the same mutation, the clinical phenotype of
the child was significantly different from that of
the mother of the child.
The treatment of MODY10 is similar to that of
other types of MODY, mainly by diabetes diet,
exercise, and insulin. Some of the patients
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achieve effective results by taking insulin-secreting agents. Patients with the main clinical
manifestation, similar to type 1 diabetes, mainly receive insulin treatment. Some patients need to upgrade treatment gradually during the
course of the disease. In the present study, 11
months after the diagnosis of diabetes, the
child had been treated with a diabetes diet and
exercise, and blood glucose control was acceptable. After regular follow-ups, fasting blood glucose was between 4.2-6.2 mmol/L,
and two-hour postprandial blood glucose was
between 5.7-11.2 mmol/L, and glycosylated
hemoglobin decreased from 8.5% to 7.6%. These met the clinical characteristics of patients
with mild MODY10. The child was asked to have
regular follow-up visits and was given drug treatment if necessary.
Complications of MODY10, such as retinopathy, neuropathy, and microalbuminuria, have
been reported [11, 14], but obesity, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, have not been reported. In the current study, the mother of the child
suffered from a fundus hemorrhage and retinal
detachment at the age of 23. At present, there is no report that patients with MODY10 die
of diabetes-related complications. The reason
may be related to the prolonged time of carrying out gene diagnosis, the shorter course of
the disease and follow-up time.
Conclusion
Among Chinese children, the insulin gene
c.309-314del CCAGCT insGCGC mutation may
induce MODY10. In the clinic, the second-generation sequencing technology should be used
in time for the diagnosis of the children with
MODY characteristics and phenotype of type 1
diabetes but negative relevant antibodies.
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